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Abstract: In 2015, the Southern Tier region was identified by New York State to be in significant need of economic stimulus.
The state was awarded $500 million to fund revitalization projects to address the issue. The availability of funds has renewed
interest in a whitewater park project at Rockbottom Dam, and the City of Binghamton has requested assistance in performing
various studies required for submitting a Consolidated Funding Application for the park. Areas of study include the feasibility,
schedule, budget and impact of the proposed project. The feasibility and impact studies prompted several statistical analyses
which prove whitewater activities can occur. For scheduling, a Gantt chart was created detailing the required five-year vision
for the project. The budget section includes a cost-breakdown which outlines the $7.2 million required to complete the project.
Rockbottom Dam can sustain a park and has a legitimate chance of acquiring the necessary funding.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, the Southern Tier was awarded $500 million to assist in revitalizing its communities. This influx of
money has enabled many past projects to resurface that were previously too expensive for consideration. Binghamton, New
York in Broome County sits at the confluence of the Chenango and Susquehanna rivers. Currently an underutilized resource,
the city has decided to make its rivers a focal point of revitalization efforts including the rebirth of the Rockbottom Dam
Whitewater Park. This park would include a whitewater feature, a flatwater section, and a riverbank park area. Desired
economic growth would be created through the renting of river-crafts and other whitewater equipment, local vendor
participation and job creation both during and after the build.
This project has been circling the community since the early 2000s and has gotten close to fruition on multiple
occasions. Several reports have been created in support of the project over the years, including an evaluation of the dam and a
rough cost estimate by McLaughlin, an engineering firm specializing in the development of whitewater parks. Despite these
efforts, the project has lost momentum on several occasions due to large floods, political conflict, and lack of funding. In 2017,
these obstacles are obsolete. The team has been collaborating with stakeholders (the city of Binghamton, Broome County, and
the State of New York) to develop a consolidated funding application (CFA) to submit in May. The following report
encompasses the studies necessary for completing the CFA. These include a feasibility study on water levels, an economic
impact study and a regional appeal study.

1.1 Scope
In the fall semester, this team compiled past reports and documentation relating to the whitewater park proposals of
the past. Coupled with government officials and potential user requirements, a conceptual design of the park was created. By
May 2017, the team will have completed a CFA. The requirements and deliverables are listed below.

1.1.2 Requirements & Deliverables:

The requirements for this study are twofold, half is academic and the other for the city, county and state. The
Capstone’s primary purpose is to complete the senior design course through a paper and presentation of the team’s work. The
second requirement for the city of Binghamton is a completed CFA. This study will produce a budget, impact analysis and a
schedule. The budget and impact analysis will consider the economic impact the project will have on the status of the city
and county. The CFA requires a five-year vision for the proposed project. Lastly, the study will deliver a feasibility analysis
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